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By Dave Menicucci
It was nearly thirty years ago when I walked into my
Sandia Labs office to a buzz of discussion. One of my
colleagues handed me the editorial page of the
Albuquerque Journal. “Steve Baer is calling on Congress
to shut us down,” he said.
It was not so much the content of the editorial that
was bothersome, but rather, who might be listening. The
Reagan budget cuts were beginning to bite deeply, and
we feared that a high profile editorial like this one might
fuel Washington’s frenzy for spending reduction.
While ruminating over the editorial, a colleague and I
decided to visit Steve and see his solar products first
hand. Being researchers, we were interested in technical
details, which could not be gleaned from the newspaper.
We secured an appointment and arrived at Steve’s
corporation, Zomeworks, located in a mature corner of
Albuquerque. Its earthy and nondescript facade suggested
distinctiveness.
Steve accompanied us through his facility. It was a
beehive of activity, ranging from welding, cutting and
grinding steel in a high bay on one end, to a research test
facility on the other. People were moving to and fro and
all around, filling orders and running various tests.
One of Zomeworks’ major products is a line of
passive trackers for photovoltaic systems. PV systems
produce more energy when their surfaces face the sun
squarely. Cleverly, the Zomeworks’ trackers require no
computed sun position or motors to move the tracking
surface. Rather, they are powered solely by sunshine on
tubes and shades that are affixed to each side of the
tracking surface. The tubes are connected with a small
pipe and charged with a refrigerant. The shading system
is arranged so that the tubes are differentially illuminated,
based on the position of the tracker. When the sun is low
in the sky, such as morning, one tube is illuminated more
than the other. The warmer tube has higher internal
pressure that forces liquid to the other one, creating a
weight imbalance. Gravity draws the tracker’s PV panel
to face the sun. At solar noon, both tubes are equally
illuminated and the tracking surface is perfectly balanced,
(Continued on page 5)
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There are now these three ways to reserve and
pay for a booth or exhibit space for the Solar Fiesta
that will be held at CNM on September 27:
Online: Use the Solar Fiesta website at www.
NMSolarFiesta.org and click on “STORE” to select
and pay for your indoor or outdoor exhibit space. All
major credit cards accepted. Payments processed
securely using the NMSEA PayPal account. You are
not required to have a PayPal account to access this
site or submit payment.
Phone in: Call the booth sales manager, Karole, at
505-200-0063, or the NMSEEA office at 505-2460400, 888-886-6765, or FAX to 505-246-2251.
Select your space, and we'll process your credit card
payment.
Snail mail: Call one of the numbers above to select
your space, then snail-mail a check to NMSEA. (The
online and phone methods require much less processing and are more convenient, and you will know for
sure that you get the space you want.)
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Hybrid 2 Plugin
(Website coming soon)

● A Hybrid can be custom upgraded to your needs.
● Your customized Hybrid can get 100 to 500 mpg.
● Drive 10 to 50 mi. on electric with no range anxiety.
● Go as fast and far on electric as customized, then the
Prius automatically switches back to Hybrid mode.
● Upgrades can be charged from standard outlets.
● Economical at a few cents a mile for electricity.
● Environmentally excellent if you charge with RE.
● This system does not interfere with the Prius system.
● See and test drive a Hybrid Plugin upgrade soon.
solpwr@plateautel.net
575.422.2268 or c 505.699.3044
These upgrades are not a bunch of Chinese parts in a kit! These systems
are designed and built in the USA and assembled in NM. The critical
electronics are designed and built by Manzanita Micro of Kingston
Washington, a company that has built high quality electronics systems
for electric and hybrid plugin vehicles for many years.
NMSEA
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Big Changes
in NMSEA's On-Line Presence!
How about a brand new NMSEA website full of
the best of both classic and recent NMSEA educational materials, plus multi-media, plus the latest
updates covering our advocacy, collaboration, and
empowerment efforts?
It's online now at:
www.NMSolar.org We dare you to look!
How about a brand new on-line membership
system that will allow you to join, renew, and update
your membership information (not to mention
donate) and pay on-line via our secure PayPal
account. This feature coming soon!

☼

NMSEA
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(Steve Baer, Continued from page 1)
facing directly up. Using no controls, it is continually and
automatically self-correcting throughout the solar day.
Using similar principles, another of his devices
automatically opens and closes louvers on a skylight,
allowing warm sunlight to enter by day, but closing each
night to retain heat.
The beauty of these devices is that they require no
external power and employed very few moving parts,
which portend high reliability. They are generally
constructed with off-the-shelf items, such as an
automotive shock absorber that stiffens the tracker
against wind gusts. Thus, costs are controlled.
Steve’s developmental approach is quite different
from typical developmental engineering, which focuses
on mathematical modeling, carefully developed prototypes, and very precise testing and evaluation. He simply
conceptualizes, builds and tests, using the same techniques that served Edison and the Wright Brothers well.
While impressed, we were somewhat skeptical. The concepts are so simple, we thought, could they really work?
After many internal discussions, our Sandia Labs PV
test facility purchased and tested Steve’s tracker. The
tests verified Steve’s claims; the trackers increase PV
energy output around 30%.
In recent years, one of Steve’s most successful
products is CoolCell®, a passively controlled metal box
that keeps outdoor batteries from overheating and thus
extends their life. The basic operational principle is to
cool the box at night using its roof to radiate heat into a
perpetually cold sky. Water is the working fluid that
flows between the roof radiator and a reservoir tank in an
insulated box wall. The system is naturally convective,
operating only when the roof begins to cool in the evening. The chilled reservoir keeps the box cool during the
day. Natural convection is also used to clear the box of
hydrogen gas, a highly flammable byproduct of battery
chemistry.
On a 110ºF day in the dessert, the CoolCell® battery
chamber might typically operate in the mid 80sºF.
Tucson Electric Power has reported that CoolCell® more
than triples the average life for batteries that are used in
Arizona.
Steve has been inventing products since his
childhood, when he spent most of his waking hours in his
father’s workshop, studying gadgets and devices and
building new and improved ones. He founded Zomeworks Corporation in 1969. Its first products were
structures based on zonohedral geometry, the concept
that produces multi-faceted dome-shaped structures. He
also published “The Dome Cookbook,” a partially handwritten treatise on building concepts based on zonohedral
geometry.
When the first energy crisis gripped the nation in the
early 1970s, Steve seized on the idea of solar energy and
began inventing simple products that worked. In 1975, he
published “Sunspots,” which condensed a plethora of his
solar energy ideas into a single, easy-to-read paperback.
NMSEA

Like many of the great developers throughout
history, Steve has been outspoken and controversial. In
1988, he co-authored a pamphlet called “Subsidizing the
Sun” in which he sharply criticized the government’s
subsidy of the solar industry. It rankled some people, but
Steve insists that “the government should let private
enterprise serve our energy needs.”
After seven decades, 24 patents, three books, and a
successful business, his penchant for invention is as
strong as ever, although he has been slowed by a
debilitating stroke a few years ago.
Steve Baer is one of the great innovators of our time.
His dogged pursuit of simple and effective technological
solutions has fostered a remarkable lifetime of invention
that has contributed generously to the modern solar
energy industry.
☼

Steve Baer, from a photo in More Sun Spots, 2012, Baer
Trial and Error, publisher. Also, see “ ‘Inside Collectors’
Today” by Steve and “The Baer Truth” by Gary Vaughn
in the March/April, 2013, SunPaper. Steve and his wife,
Holly, are also featured in the NMSEA Renewable New
Mexico video series.

Dave Menicucci
(dmenicucci1@comcast.net)
is retired from Sandia
National Laboratories and
now does research through
his private corporation and
part-time at the University
of New Mexico.
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Solar Fiesta Returns to ABQ!
By Janet Bridgers, NMSEA Vice President
After a hiatus of three years, the New Mexico Solar
Energy Association is once again producing the Solar
Fiesta in Albuquerque. This year it will be held on Saturday, September 27, at the CNM Workforce Training
Center, near Alameda and I-25. Save the date and plan to
come!
Solar Fiestas have always provided a platform where
the public can find high quality information from our
workshops and speak face-to-face with solar and sustainability vendors. We pride ourselves on offering the
opportunity for “non-techies” to learn and ask questions
about solar technologies in an unintimidating environment.
This year there is a great set of motivators to convince home and business owners to go solar soon.
There’s the reduced price of solar panels, combined with
the approaching sunset of federal tax credits and the
promise of higher electricity prices from PNM. There are
also new financing tools, all of which we will be publicizing in media outreach in advance of the Fiesta.
Our event is scheduled one week after a massive
New York City demonstration being organized by
350.org with regard to climate change. The demonstration will likely achieve good publicity on the national
news programs and talk shows. While it will be primarily
focused on rousing elected officials to respond to the now
-obvious changes in weather patterns, it will also pose the
question to all of us as planetary citizens, “what are we
doing as individuals to slow climate change?”
Solar Fiesta provides answers. And for those who
cannot yet afford to buy a solar energy system, we also
provide alternative approaches, such as information on
leasing them. Still other approaches, which can benefit
huge numbers of people from the very rich to the very
poor, are the products, techniques, and behaviors that
improve energy efficiency.
We also offer a showcase for the public to connect to
other sustainability choices, such as xeriscaping and
water harvesting, electric and other alternative fuel
vehicles, and products made from recycled materials.
And we do this at the Solar Fiesta in a manner that is
affordable—can’t beat free! Plus, it’s as fun as we can
make it, always with an emphasis on kids activities.
So here’s the challenge! What can you do to help
make Solar Fiesta a gigantic success this year? We need
volunteers at the event and also in advance. You can sign
up on the Fiesta website www.nmsolarfiesta.org.
As of the writing of this article, we intend to make
large signs to publicize the event and distribute them
throughout the city at spots where they can legally be
affixed to a fence or on a corner. We need volunteers to
find those spot; do you know a busy corner where you’ve
seen lots of political signage in the past? Do you know of
a business that has a wall facing traffic on a busy street
and an owner who might be persuaded to have our 4 ft X
4 ft sign up for a few weeks in advance of the event? If
NMSEA

so, send an email to me at janetbridgers@msn.com. And
call me, too, at (805) 487-2999.
We need to distribute posters and mini-flyers to businesses and organizations. These are classic grassroots
techniques for publicizing an event. Since we will not
have a lot of money to spend on advertising, we have to
make the very best use of techniques that cost very little.
But, they’re labor intensive!
And we’re open to ideas, with the cautionary note
that we’ve never been short of ideas in NMSEA, but we
are always short of the person-power to implement them.
It is time for all of us to renew our commitment to the
future, for the sake of the children, for the animals, for
everything that lives and breathes on this beautiful planet.
And you can do that, and enjoy some great camaraderie
through this venerable organization and its members.
And as Solar Fiesta manager, I thank you in advance.
☼

Silver City Chapter Visit
By Gary Vaughn, NMSEA President
NMSEA Board members Jim Barrera, Lloyd Goding,
and I were the featured speakers at the monthly Silver
City Green Chamber of Commerce Green Drinks meeting on Thursday, June 12. On Friday morning we met
with the Silver City Downtown Merchants Association
for 2 hours. Later Friday morning, Lloyd and I joined
Donna Stevens, host of the weekly “Earth Matters” radio
program, for an hour-long interview at the Gila/Mimbres
Community Radio Station (KURU-89.1FM). Topics
covered in the presentations and discussions at these
events included NMSEA’s history and current activities,
New Mexico’s renewable energy programs and policy,
and what the future holds for renewable energy in NM.
Friday afternoon, Lloyd and I joined NMSEA cochapter leader Mike Sauber, along with Gayle Simmons
and Craig Wentz and local NMSEA members, for an
Open House event at the Silver City Office of Sustainability. Other participants included Director Adrienne
Booth and other members of the Gila Conservation
Education Center, Office of Sustainability staff, and Kurt
Albershardt, who is the owner, proprietor, and restorer of
the historic Murray Hotel in Silver City.
Jim, Lloyd, and I were impressed at the energy,
enthusiasm, and commitment of these folks and others
that we met at these events. Silver City isn’t very big, but
the city and local environmental and energy advocacy
groups are working together for a sustainable future. The
fact that the city has an Office of Sustainability with staff
should be a clue that they are serious.
The Silver City NMSEA Chapter continues to play
an important role in this collaborative effort. Gayle
Simmons and Craig Wentz along with current chapter coleaders Mike Sauber and Lynda Aiman-Smith deserve a
lot of credit for “walking their talk” when it comes to the
hard work of real collaboration.
☼
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Visit to Ghost Ranch –
Back to the Early Days of NMSEA
By Rolf Nitsche, NMSEA Board Member
On March 26 Ghost Ranch Education and Retreat
Center close to Abiquiu Lake in Northern New Mexico
hosted an open house introducing its capabilities as a
good place for events, including accommodations from
conferences to weddings. Ghost Ranch offers a wide
range of workshops and seminars, besides other activities
attracting many visitors to this gorgeous remote location
during all seasons.
Ghost Ranch is well known for its archaeological and
paleontological discoveries. The findings are nicely
presented in a small museum. You will find early traces
from human occupation to well known artist Georgia
O’Keeffe, who had lived and worked here forming and
shaping Ghost Ranch. The fossils found at Ghost Ranch
are often better known outside of New Mexico than by
the local residents, since some of them are presented in
large national museums. The interesting behind-thescenes tour of the museum showed how much work is
still waiting there for future generations to be excavated
and discovered.
Not so much known is the active part that Ghost
Ranch played in many movies from the thirties until
today - “The Light that Failed” (1939) to “Indiana Jones

and the Kingdom of Crystal Skull” and “Cowboys and
Aliens.” The colorful rock formations and open spaces
and the farming environment are used from all genres of
the film industry from advertisement to western. (Not
sure if they had already done a zombie film here, so I
could write from A to Z). You can learn more about this
during the “Movies at Ghost Ranch” tour, which takes
you into areas normally not open to the public.
At this beautiful retreat I met Mark Chalom, one of
our early and long-time NMSEA members, who had
worked there for many years and hosted adobe and low
energy house workshops. Some of the buildings are
adobe structures built to optimize natural temperature
isolation and to minimize the environmental foot print.
Some solar energy systems are used for heating and
generation of electricity. Looking back into the early days
of NMSEA and Ghost Ranch with Mark’s insider knowledge and anecdotes, we thought about planning a revival
workshop to celebrate the early renewable energy happenings and workshops of NMSEA at this place. What
are your thoughts?
I want to thank the organizers of this open house for
giving us a good insight into the facilities and activities at
this remote, educational, and creatively inspiring location.
To learn more about Ghost Ranch please see
www.GhostRanch.org.
☼

Unidentified horse and rider at Ghost Ranch in early movie shoot.
NMSEA
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Santa Fe Chapter Forming Anew
All Santa Feans are invited! Santa Fe-NMSEA
will be meeting on Wednesday, August 6th, 5:30
pm to 7:00, to formulate our primary goal for the
coming year. Claudia Pavel and Monte Ogdahl
will help get things going, but your input is key.
The meeting will be held at Amenergy, 1202
Parkway Drive. Quality snacks provided; walking
to the neighborhood brewery after the meeting is
optional. For more info, call Claudia at 795-4332.
Please RSVP (if you can) to cjpsolar@gmail.com.

Energy Investments
Closing share prices compared to the DOW index:
06/20/14
$68.90

4/11/14
First Solar (FSLR):
$67.59

06/21/13
$55.93

Market Vectors, Solar Energy ETF (KWT):
$87.30
$77.64
$85.71
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($INDU)
16,947
16,027
16,103
Crude Oil//barrel (NYMEX futures)
$107.26
$103.74
$102.20
$4.53

Natural Gas/mmBtu
$4.62

$6.14

$3.13

Gasoline/gal
$3.01

$2.83

NG and gasoline are national averages.
Selected prices provided for relative information,
only; NMSEA does not recommend specific investments. All investments involve risk; invest cautiously.
The Salt Lake Tribune, June 25, 2014

These energy tidbits from Mark Chalom,
NMSEA Advisory Board Member:
“A 1% reduction in world-wide meat intake has
the same benefit as a three trillion-dollar investment
in solar energy.” Chris Mentzel, CEO of Clean
Energy Maui, LLC.
“If every American skipped one meal of chicken
per week and substituted vegetables and grains… the
carbon dioxide savings would be the same as taking
more than half a million cars off of U.S. roads.”
Environmental Defense Fund.
NMSEA
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Environmental Accounting,
A Book Review

things that have monetary value, only those things that
are legally bought and sold.” This is fine if that’s all we
need, if resources are infinite, as they seemed when our
By Ron Herman, SunPaper Editor
populations were small and demand was low. Slowly we
are coming to realize that a tree in the forest is a national
As an engineer with a degree in business and an
asset that cannot be readily replaced if consumed.
amateur accountant, I found Double Entry: How the
Furthermore, everything we use from the Earth
Merchants of Venice Created Modern Finance by Jane
generates pollution that in today’s quantities cannot be
Gleeson-White to be an interesting read. It is a book
ignored. Keeping those waste materials and pollutants
recommended last year by Fareed Zakaria during his
within acceptable limits and boundaries or making good
CNN Sunday morning show “Global Public Square.”
use of it through recycling is becoming more costly. And
Double entry is the term for the accounting method
these costs are hidden “in the shadows,” or separated
introduced by monk and mathematician Luca Pacioli of
from the purchase prices we pay at the cash register or in
Venice, Italy, in 1494, just after Columbus “sailed the
our monthly bill payments.
ocean blue.” While Gleeson-White’s analysis of the
Somehow we need a way of valuing these assets or
accounting details would be rather superficial for any
natural capital without consuming them. Gleeson-White
CPA, her description of the social context of this measure
reports that “The findings of the UN-supported
of business transactions and the growth of corporations is
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, first published in
quite good. She ends her book with an examination of
2005, make clear just how much we are damaging the
corporate ethics and the newly perceived need for an
planet: some 60 percent of the Earth’s ecosystem services
accounting system for the “natural capital” of planet
are being degraded by human activities…. the urgency of
Earth – its fresh water, land and soils, timber, fish and
valuing natural assets: ‘estimating shadow prices of such
wildlife, minerals, fossil fuels, and the very air we
vital assets as local and global ecosystems and the
breathe. “Natural capital” is a term made famous by E. F.
services they offer is now of central importance.’ ”
Schumacher in his 1973 book Small Is Beautiful.
Certainly protection from the effects of fossil fuel
Gleeson-White shows how this analytical approach to
production and consumption will have to be a major part
recording transactions allowed business owners to
of this evaluation.
“measure the success of each individual transaction and
The author describes how organizations like the
of the business generally.” Double entry is the use of “T
United Nations have begun efforts to value natural capital
columns,” where every transaction from the daily journal
separately from or as a part of GDP. The UN System of
is entered twice – once on the left for the amount
Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting
received into an asset account and again on the right for
(SEEA, 2003) and the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission
the liability or capital (investment) account from which it
of 2009 have led these efforts. She mentions that
came (credit). Obviously the two amounts must be the
ObamaCare, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
same, and the running total of each column must balance
Act, actually contains a provision (section 5605) that
exactly (unless some error is known and an adjustment
“requires that Congress help fund and oversee the
made). She quotes German economist Werner Sombart
creation of a new ‘key national indicators system’ to
who wrote that “ ‘double-entry bookkeeping was born of
replace GDP. This system created by an organization
the same spirit as the systems of Galileo and Newton, the
called the “State of the USA” will have measurements for
modern schools of physics and chemistry,’ ” suggesting
health, education, ageing, families and children, crime
“that double entry itself was the germ of the scientific
and justice, arts and culture, the environment, and the
revolution of the sixteenth century.” “ ‘Without looking
economy.” Maybe this is the real reason why some
too closely, one might already glimpse in double-entry
conservatives in Congress have tried more than 50 times
bookkeeping the ideas of gravitation, the circulation of
to repeal the ACA. It might be embarrassing to learn just
the blood and energy conservation,’ ” Sombart wrote.
how close we are to bankruptcy in some of these areas.
Gleeson-White says it “fostered a new view of the world
Of course defining, quantifying, and valuing natural
as being subject to quantification” and an “urge to
capital will not be easy. “It involves working out the level
abstract and quantify natural phenomena that lay at the
of investments needed to ensure that ecosystems continue
heart of the scientific revolution.”
to provide the same level of services.” That is literally
After describing the value of this accounting to the
putting a price on sustainability. Is there a way to pay or
growth of business and finance around the world and the
otherwise incentivize communities to conserve natural
development of the index of wealth for nations, she ends
resources, rather than using them?
with a chapter titled “Gross Domestic Product and how
Gleeson-White uses a broad brush in my mind in
accounting could make or break the planet.” Every month
placing the burden for the depreciation and depletion of
a group of statisticians “arrive at a single number through
natural capital on the institution of corporations – rather
the convergence of some ten thousand data streams from
than the individuals who make the decisions inside them.
recent economic activity in the US, including harvests,
Corporate leaders must feel pressure to make the right
construction, manufacturers’ shipments and retail sales.”
decisions for all “stakeholders,” everyone affected by
But, “As a measure of national wellbeing, the GDP is a
them. That pressure might come from upper
deeply flawed rule… The GDP measures only those
(Continued on page 14)
NMSEA
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Vote Solar
Date: Thu, 22 May 2014 19:54:01 +0000
To: janetbridgers@msn.com
From: Rosalind@votesolar.org
Subject: The Revolution will be Solarized
Friends,
We are in the middle of an energy revolution.
Affordable solar power is putting Americans in control of
their own energy generation like never before - and
energy consumers are enthusiastically embracing that
new role by going solar in record numbers. And we think
that's awesome.
But this new approach to energy has many utilities –
which have long enjoyed monopoly control over power
production – decidedly nervous. From California to
North Carolina, traditional utility interests are turning to
regulation and law to dig in their heels against change
and keep customers from going solar.
Every American should have the right to produce his
or her own power from the sun without the utility standing in the way. Families, schools and businesses should
be able to go solar without being charged unfair fees.
And solar customers should receive full, fair credit from
our utilities for the valuable power they produce. Vote
Solar is committed to protecting those solar rights.
Luckily we have the will of people like you on
solar's side and a growing track record of success.
Despite about a dozen attempts by our well-resourced
opposition to roll back solar rights like net metering, we
haven’t suffered any major losses. In fact net metering
programs have been expanded in Vermont (with utility
support for a change), New York and hopefully soon in
Massachusetts. We are winning. And that’s because in
state after state, when utility interests have attacked, the
public has responded in full force to defend their solar
rights.
So, whichever state you call home, today we're asking you to show the power of the people and speak up for
solar rights. Sign our petition urging leaders to stand for
innovation, progress and customer choice by supporting
solar - and ask two of your friends to do the same.
Report (TIME) after report (GlobalChange.gov)
shows that climate change impacts are already being felt
in our communities and around the world. Relying on
utilities to take action doesn’t seem to be doing the trick.
And that’s where people come in – 90% of Americans
want the U.S. to use more solar, and more and more of
those Americans can now do it themselves instead of
waiting for their utilities to get the memo. We think
vesting power with consumers is the winning bet. Let's
put people - not old power interests - in the driver's seat.

Vote Solar
101 Montgomery, Suite 2600
San Francisco, CA 94104
www.votesolar.org
www.facebook.com/VoteSolar
https://twitter.com/votesolar

An excerpt from one of those reports:

Antarctic Glacier Loss Is
‘Unstoppable,’ Study Says
TIME Magazine, Brian Walsh, May 12, 2014.
Study Says West Antarctic Ice Sheet is one of the
keys to global sea level rise. Running up against the
Amundsen Sea, it contains an estimated 527,808 cu.
miles (2.2 million cu. km) of ice, about 10% of
Antarctica’s total land ice volume. That’s enough ice to
raise global sea level by more than 15 ft. (4.6 m) were it
all to melt, collapse and flow into the ocean, which in
turn would swamp coastal cities as far inland as
Washington, D.C. And according to new research, that’s
exactly what’s beginning to happen. Researchers from
the University of California, Irvine, and NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory have found that the group of six
glaciers on the ice sheet directly draining into the
Amundsen Sea are rapidly melting, as warming ocean
water eats away at the base of the ice shelf.
☼

Onwards,
Rosalind + the Vote Solar team
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How ‘bout Solar Today!
Editor
Members of the American Solar Energy Society (join
on page 15), know what interesting and inspiring articles
their publication Solar Today provides for our solar
enlightenment. Their latest issue (May/June) featured
articles on electric vehicles and efficient cars, including
their 7th annual “roundup” with descriptions and
comparisons of 28 noteworthy cars. They note that sales
of electric plug-ins and hybrids have increased 21% in
the past year, now comprising almost 4% of all new cars.
And Tesla is planning to build a huge battery plant, a
“Gigafactory,” somewhere in the southwest, perhaps in
New Mexico. We could sure use those 6,000 jobs here.
There is also an interesting history of nuclear power
in that issue. But what really caught my attention as an
engineer was an article about net-zero building elevators.
In a perfectly efficient elevator system, all of the energy
spent in raising the mass (including you and me inside) is
converted to potential energy that can be recovered in the
descent. Over 24 hours an elevator carries as much
weight down as up. How brilliant that someone is taking
advantage of this principle! Of course in reality there is
friction in the system and lighting and control system
loads, and the recovered energy must be stored in lessthan perfect batteries. But if those relatively small power
needs can be provided by PV, the result is net-zero fossil
fuel consumption! Need an elevator? Consider solar. ☼
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(Environmental Accounting, Continued from page 11)
management, colleagues, workers, customers, as well as
churches and environmental groups – and from the threat
of legal action against individuals if they cause harm or
impede sustainability. Corporate status should not
provide cover for any kind of criminal activity by its
members, and environmental degradation and risk should
be considered criminal.
Some of my friends might know that I don’t share
their criticism of the Citizens United court decision that
seemed to declare that a corporation is a person. While it
certainly is not, a corporation is an organization of
people. That decision merely ruled that these people have
the right to use company assets to buy campaign and
political issue advertising (recently reinforced by the
removal of spending limits). The main problem with that,
as I see it, is that so far they are not required to identify
themselves in that advertising. But I agree that these
people should have the same right to advertise as political
parties, wealthy individuals, and non-profit organizations.
Not only are Chevron and Bank of America corporations, but so are non-profit organizations like NMSEA
and the Sierra Club. The financial corruption, environmental pollution, and threats to our health and safety
aren’t due to double-entry accounting or to the concept of
corporations. They are due to individuals within those
organization who have made decisions purely on the
basis of their financial statements without regard for the
health and safety or “the general welfare” of their
employees, suppliers, customers, or neighbors – or even
their own families.
But it is not just the decision makers in corporations
who should be blamed for the further degradation of
Earth’s environment. You and I have the responsibility
for the planet, because we, the people, have increased our
demands for products and services since the first farming
villages came together in cities and we reproduced ourselves beyond a world where natural resources can be
perceived as unlimited. Corporations have merely grown
to meet those demands, struggling to make a profit in
doing so.
Let’s tell our politicians about natural capital and
demand that they consider the sustainability of New
Mexico’s assets - not just how to consume them for short
-term financial gain.
☼
Ron Herman is a mechanical
engineer with an MS and MBA
from UNM. He worked in solar
energy system computer modeling and design for several years
and more recently in computer
aided design of positioning systems. Ron is now retired and has
been editor of the SunPaper since
2008. He can be reached at
rhermansolar@aol.com.
NMSEA

NMSEA YouTube Channel
See the entire
Renewable New Mexico
Video Series at
www.youtube.com/user/NMSolarEnergy
Thanks to a grant from Google.

ABQ Chapter Meetings
You are invited to join us on the 4th Tuesday of
every month for a couple of hours of "energy" and
education. NMSEA monthly Chapter Meetings in
Albuquerque are FREE and open to the public. On
July 22 Jim DesJardins, Solar Consultant for Affordable Solar, will explore how PV solar has the potential to displace the traditional sources of electrical
generation. Will PV solar do to coal-fired plants and
other traditional sources what cellular phones are
currently doing to the landline phone? Come hear
this provocative talk about the future of PV solar and
electrical generation. Call the office in August to
learn about the meeting for that month.
We meet at 6:00 PM at the REI store, 1550
Mercantile Ave NE, 87107. We have a variety of
speakers and expert-led discussions at each meeting.
Come hang out with other concerned citizens to
learn how you can do your part, as we all transition
toward a more sustainable lifestyle. Share your project successes with us! Experts and novices are all
encouraged to attend. We hope that you will join us!
☼
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Mission Statement: We promote clean, renewable energy and sustainability in
New Mexico through education, empowerment, collaboration and advocacy.
Please consider investing your time and/or money
toward solar energy education through NMSEA.
Vision Statement: We envision a thriving, bio-diverse earth, with civilization
powered by clean, renewable and sustainable energy from the sun.

Coming Events
July 22
Albuquerque Chapter Meetings, Four th Tuesdays at REI, 1550 Mercantile NE, 6:00 to 8:00 PM.
& August 26
August 5

Board of Directors Meeting, Tuesday, NMSEA office, 1009 Br adbury Dr. SE, Albuquerque, 87106.
Meeting at 6:00 PM, starting with potluck dinner at 5:30. Members welcome.

Sept. 27

Fall Solar Fiesta 2014, Satur day, at CNM Wor kfor ce Tr aining Center , Albuquer que, NM.
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